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The Chinese Scholars? Discourse on the ?Right Tilt?  
in Japanese Politics
ZHENG Cheng
This paper aims to grasp the problems of Chinese scholars? understanding of Japanese politics by 
analyzing Chinese scholars? papers dealing with the ?right tilt.?
Many Chinese people are currently facing a confusing situation. While the tension at the govern-
mental level remains and bias on Japan politics continue to exist, the expansion of the economic and cul-
tural mutual exchanges have brought Chinese people numerous experiences to observe Japan with their 
own eyes, As a result, a fresh and pleasant image of Japanese society is widely shared among Chinese peo-
ple, which cause a huge image gap emerged.
This kind of image gap certainly is the obstacle for reaching a further understanding of Japan. The 
problem here is why the new image could not erase or weaken the longly existed bias towards Japan poli-
tics. In order to understand this situation, this paper intends to focus on the works of Japanese specialists
???????in China as they have significant role in shaping perception toward Japan??????
among the Chinese general public.
As the ?right tilt? is one of the symbolic problems of Japan politics, Chinese scholars' detailed analy-







































































































































































































































































































































































































?????MATSUMOTO Kenichi ??RIGHT TILT??Is ?Japan Moves to Right? True? Second Abe Administration Faces Test of 
Realism,????????????????http://www.japanpolicyforum.jp/archives/politics/pt20130305180000.html?2016
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